Tai Chi Straight
Sword Form
1. Starting position

15. The phoenix spreads
its wings

2. The divinity points
the way

3. Three rings around
the moon

16. Attitude of awaiting
the fish
17. The walking dragon –
right and left styles

4. The major “literary

18. Embracing the moon

5. The swallow beats

19. The birds return to
the forest

star”

the water with his
wings
6. Block and sweepright

7. Block and sweepleft

20. The black dragon
wags his tail
21. The green dragon
stretches his claws

8. The minor “literary

22. The wind rolls the
lotus leaves

9. The swallow

23. The lion shakes his
head

star”

returns to the nest

10. The alert cat
catches the mouse

11. The phoenix nods
its head

12. The wasp enters
the cave

13. Stretching wings to

24. The tiger holds his
head
25. The wild horse leaps
over the stream
26. Turn your body to
stop the horse (turn
and rein in)
27. The compass

the right

14. The minor “literary
star”
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28. Wave the whiskbroom against the
wind
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29. Pushing the boat
with the current

45. Shooting the flying

30. The shooting star
chases the moon

46. The white ape offers
fruit

31. The heavenly horse

47. The falling flowers –
left & right (5 times)

flies in the sky

32. Roll up the screen

33. Wheels – right and
left form

34. The swallow holds

goose

48. The fair lady
(Goddess) weaves at
the shuttle
49. The white tiger wags
his tail
50. Embracing the moon

mud in his beak

35. The roc spreads its
wings

36. Pick up the moon
from the bottom of
the sea
37. Embracing the
moon

38. The dragon-spirit
(sea monster)
searches the sea

39. The rhinoceros
gazing at the moon

40. Shooting the flying
goose

41. The green dragon

51. The fish leaps over
the gate of the
dragon
52. The golden dragon
coils around the pillar
53. The phoenix nods its
head
54. Offering heaven a
stick of incense
55. The wind sweeps the
fallen flowers
56. Holding the tablet
before your bosom
57. Embrace the sword

stretches its claws

42. The phoenix
spreads both wings

43.
44.
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